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Abstract
Network virtualization has been regarded as a core attribute of the Future Internet. In a
network virtualization environment (NVE), multiple heterogeneous virtual networks can
coexist on a shared substrate network. Thus, a substrate network failure may affect multiple
virtual networks. In this case, it is increasingly critical to provide survivability for the virtual
networks against the substrate network failures. Previous research focused on mechanisms
that ensure the resilience of the virtual network. However, the resource efficiency is still
important to make the mapping scheme practical. In this paper, we study the survivable virtual
network embedding mechanisms against substrate link and node failure from the perspective
of improving the resource efficiency. For substrate link survivability, we propose a
load-balancing and re-configuration strategy to improve the acceptance ratio and bandwidth
utilization ratio. For substrate node survivability, we develop a minimum cost heuristic based
on a divided network model and a backup resource cost model, which can both satisfy the
location constraints of virtual node and increase the sharing degree of the backup resources.
Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the solutions. The proposed load
balancing and re-configuration strategy for substrate link survivability outperforms other
approaches in terms of acceptance ratio and bandwidth utilization ratio. And the proposed
minimum cost heuristic for substrate node survivability gets a good performance in term of
acceptance ratio.
Keywords: Network virtualization environment; survivable virtual network embedding;
fault recovery; resource efficiency
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1. Introduction

With the evolvement of the Internet, new applications that need more flexible protocols and
resource provision, as well as better quality and security assurance are emerging, which brings
many challenges to the traditional IP network. Network virtualization is considered as a
promising way to support such applications [1]. And a handful of network virtualization
prototypes have been developed for specific networking technologies, such as X-Bone for IP
networks[2], Tempest targeting ATM networks[3], and Flow-visor[4] for OpenFlow based
networks.
In a network virtualization environment, there are three main participants: infrastructure
provider (InP), service provider (SP) and end user. A virtual network (VN) is often requested
from an end user who does not build and maintain network infrastructure on his own and
focuses on the business innovation. Taking a large enterprise with many divisions distributed
in different locations as an example, when a virtual network is needed to satisfy some business
requirements, the request may involve such information as the computing power of the
headquarter and the divisions, the bandwidth capacity between the headquarter and all the
divisions, as well as the locations of the headquarter and the divisions. The SP will organize
the requirements into a virtual network, which is composed of several virtual nodes and virtual
links connecting these nodes. To make it work, the InP will then allocate substrate resources to
the virtual network according to the requirements.
When mapping a virtual node or a virtual link, the target substrate node must meet the
demands (e.g., CPU, location, storage) of the virtual node. And all of the substrate links along
the target substrate path should satisfy the requirements (e.g., bandwidth) of the virtual link.
So many constraints make the embedding of virtual networks on a substrate network a
challenge in the resource allocation of the virtualization network environment, which is
usually referred to as the virtual network embedding (VNE) problem. Much work has been
carried out to solve the VNE problem, but few have considered the survivability of VNs (see
[5] and references therein).
However, Studies have shown that link and node failures occur as part of everyday
operation in networks. Moreover, single failure case happens more often than multiple
simultaneous failures. The study [6] states that about 70 % of the unplanned link failures are
single link failures. In addition, link failure occurs more frequently than node failure. A study
[7] about network-related failures in data centers found out that link failure happens about ten
times more than node failure per day. Due to the sharing of substrate resources, a single
substrate failure will affect all the VNs sharing it. Furthermore, it will lead to degraded service
performance or even service interruption, and will cause the service level agreements (SLA)
violations. If no remedy measure is considered beforehand, the InP may not always find
available resources for the recovery of the affected VNs and will have to pay the penalties.
Hence, survivability mechanisms are required to protect the VNs from such potential
frustration.
The purpose of the survivable virtual network embedding (SVNE) is to provide
survivability to VNs running on the substrate network against substrate failures through the
means of VNE. Since efficient mapping of virtual networks is already a big challenge in the
network virtualization environment, the additional survivability requirements undoubtedly
increase the difficulty of resource allocation. The main idea of the previous works [8-10] is to
allocate backup resources in the virtual network embedding phase to achieve the survivability
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of VNs. However, the resource efficiency has not been well discussed and evaluated in these
works. Because the backup of the VNs takes up a large amount of resources of the InP, it may
lead to low acceptance ratio of the VN requests and unacceptable low revenue.
In this paper, we propose two different SVNE mechanisms in the case of single substrate
link failure and single substrate node failure respectively. In these mechanisms, different
embedding algorithms are proposed to improve the resource efficiency of SVNE. The
contributions of our work are:
i. In substrate link failure case, a new linear programming model is formulated to allocate
bandwidth resources for the primary paths and the backup paths, by which the embedding
scheme of both primary paths and backup paths are solved and the amount of the shared
backup bandwidth resources on each substrate link is determined. Also, a more efficient policy
of load balancing is proposed to improve the acceptance ratio and the bandwidth utilization
ratio.
ii. A more practical survivability mechanism is proposed in case of substrate node failure
to deal with the difficulty of achieving the sharing of backup resources while satisfying the
location constraints of virtual nodes.
iii. According to the “reserved but not really used” attribute of the backup resources, we
propose a reconfiguration heuristic to increase the acceptance ratio and resource utilization
ratio of SVNE.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on
VNE and SVNE. In section 3, the problem model is presented. In section 4, a load balancing
strategy is proposed and a reconfiguration heuristic is used to solve SVNE problem in
substrate link failure scenario. In section 5, a minimum cost strategy to survive substrate node
failure is presented. Section 6 shows the results and the analysis of the simulation. Section 7
concludes our work.

2. Related Work
As a core problem of resource allocation in the network virtualization environment, The VNE
problem has been studied extensively in previous works (see [5] and its references). The main
goal of solving VNE problem is to accept the maximum VNs while using the least substrate
resources. Nevertheless, solving the VNE problem is quite difficult because it is NP-Hard
even the schedule of VN requests is already known or even the virtual nodes have already been
embedded first. To reduce the difficulty of the VNE problem, researchers consider the relaxed
version, such as offline [11], and infinite capacity [12]. In [13], to improve acceptance ratio,
the authors find the most capable substrate nodes for VN nodes and settle link mapping by
supporting path splitting. The authors of [14] use mathematical programming to embed a VN
by coordinating node and link mapping.
The main method of providing survivability is to allocate redundant resources for
protection before the substrate network failure. In this way, the SVNE can be seen as an
embedding for redundant VNs. Hence, the essence of SVNE can be considered the same as
that of VNE. Both concern resource allocation, while the SVNE pays more attention to the
allocation of backup resources. Therefore, the SVNE problem is much more challenging, since
additional backup resources are needed to ensure the intactness of the original VN topology.
Much research about SVNE focuses on single substrate link failure or single substrate node
failure, which are most popular failure scenarios in everyday network operation.
In the case of substrate link failure, previous works of SVNE problem pay more attention
on the way of achieving survivability of virtual networks and the major solution is allocating
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redundant backup resources when embedding VNs onto the substrate network. In [9], to
survive the VNs from single substrate link failure, the bypass paths of the substrate link are
preselected before embedding of the VNs to allocate backup bandwidth resources. The backup
resources of bypaths can be shared since it assumes one substrate link failure at a time. The
authors of [10] propose a profit driven method to overcome single substrate link failure.
Economic gain and penalty are modeled for long-term business profit. The goal is to maximize
the revenue by balancing the cost and penalty. However, previous works of SVNE against
substrate link failure have not fully considered the resource efficiency. While a virtual node
only takes up CPU resources on one substrate node, a virtual link takes up bandwidth
resources of a substrate path that may consist of several substrate links. The main challenge of
providing backup resources in case of substrate link failure is that it may cost too much. In
substrate link failure case, the redundant resources may be a big burden to the InP.
The research of substrate node failure in the NVE is much less than that of link failure case.
Some representative studies can be seen in [8]. In order to ensure the recovery of important
nodes from single substrate node failure, the authors of [8] design a redundant VN topology by
adding nodes and links to the original VN. To protect all the important nodes of a VN,
1-redundant scheme of adding one redundant node is proposed, by which the redundant node
(backup node) is shared among all the important nodes. In addition, a k-redundant scheme is
proposed which provides one exclusive redundant node for each important node in the VN.
The authors of [15] study a 1+1-protected virtual network embedding problem, and propose a
suite of solutions to guarantee a VN to survive under a single physical node failure. Then,
necessary virtual links are added to get the redundant topology of the original VN. The above
methods seem to be feasible to recover from single substrate node failure and ensure the
intactness of the original VN. However, the location requirement of the backup node has been
neglected.
In the case of substrate node failure, the location constraint of backup node is one
important factor. Since the embedding of primary virtual nodes considers the location
constraint, the neglect of that of backup node is unreasonable. Another difficulty faced in
substrate node failure is that when the number of the node which need to be backed up (we call
it important node) increases, the amount of redundant virtual links becomes very large. It is
important but hard to deal with such an amount of redundant links. To deal with this problem,
the sharing degree of the backup bandwidth resources should be raised. However, it is difficult
to consider both the sharing of backup nodes and the location constraint. And such scheme has
not been proposed yet.
There are also some impressing works about particular failure scenarios in the NVE. The
authors of [16][ 17] study the problem of regional failure resilient virtual network embedding.
In [18], the authors propose remapping algorithms of embedding virtual networks to the
evolving substrate network because of the adding or deleting of the substrate nodes and links.
The work in [19][ 20] address the problem of survivability of multicast virtual network in
datacenter networks. However, the focus of this paper is not these special failure scenarios, but
the common scenarios of single substrate link and node failure.

3. Problem Formulation
3.1 Substrate Network and Virtual Network Request
Similar to previous works, we model the substrate network as a weighted undirected
graph G S = (N S , E S ) , where N S represents the set of substrate nodes, and each substrate
node ni S ∈ N S has attribute values CPU capacity C(n ) and geographic location LOC(n ) . E
S
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S
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represents the set of substrate links, and each substrate link eS (nu S , nv S ) ∈ E S between substrate
nodes nu S and nv S has an attribute value bandwidth capacity B(eS ) . A substrate path P S (ns S , nt S )
stands for a passable way connecting the source node ns S and the terminal node nt S . And the
bandwidth capacity of the path B(P S ) equals the minimum capacity of all the substrate links
constituting P S .
We also model the virtual network request as a weighted undirected graph GV = (N V , EV ) .
Where, N V represents the set of virtual nodes. And each virtual node niV ∈ N V has attribute
values CPU demand C(niV ) , preferred location LOC(niV ) and distance constraint DIS(niV ) .
DIS(niV ) stands for the maximum distance allowed from LOC(niV ) to the substrate node that
virtual node niV is mapped on. EV represents the set of virtual links and each virtual link
eV (nuV , nvV ) ∈ EV has an attribute value bandwidth demand B(eV ) .
3.2 VN Embedding
In the network virtualization environment, the VN requests will keep coming. When an VN
request arrives, the InP will give a response of accepting it or not. If an VN request is accepted,
corresponding substrate resources will be allocated and will not be released until the VN
expires. Embedding of a VN request means to find a mapping scheme of the VN request,
which satisfies all the required constraints. For node mapping, both the CPU demand and the
location constraint should be satisfied and different virtual nodes of a VN request should be
mapped on different substrate nodes. For link mapping, the available bandwidth of each
substrate link on the target substrate path should be sufficient for the bandwidth demand of the
virtual link.
3.3 SVNE Against Single Substrate Link Failure (SVNE-L)
To ensure the successful restoration from single substrate link failure, for any important virtual
link, a backup link with bandwidth equals to that of the primary link will also be mapped to a
substrate path called backup path. In addition, the substrate links of the primary path and the
backup path do not overlap. Different backup paths can share the same backup bandwidth
resources on one substrate link. Taking VN request 1 in Fig. 1 as instance, assuming that link
(a, b) is an important link, it has the primary paths embedding {(a, b) → (A - B)} , and the
backup paths embedding {(a, b) → (A - E - B)} .Without loss of generality, given virtual
network request GV = (N V , EV ) , and substrate network G S = (N S , E S ) , the SVNE against single
substrate link failure (SVNE-L) problem is to map the virtual network to the substrate network
to accept maximum VNs with minimum resources while satisfying the follows: (i) for each
virtual node/link, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the capacity/ bandwidth/
location constraints; (ii) the important virtual link is protected against any single link failure of
the mapped substrate path.
3.4 SVNE Against Single Substrate Node Failure (SVNE-N)
To ensure the successful restoration from single substrate node failure, when embedding an
VN request, for any important virtual node, both the node and the virtual links connected to it
should be assigned with prime resources and backup resources. Taking VN request 2 in Fig. 1
as instance, assume node c is an important node, then node c, link (c, d) and link (c, e) should
be assigned with prime and backup resources. Node c has the primary node
embedding {c → D} , and the backup node embedding {c → E} . Accordingly link (c, d) has
the primary paths embedding {(c, d) → (D - E - F)} , and the backup paths
embedding {(c, d) → (E - F)} . And link(c,e) has the primary paths embedding {(c, e) → (D - C)} ,
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and the backup paths embedding {(c, e) → (E - B - C)} . Without loss of generality, given virtual
network request GV = (N V , EV ) , and substrate network G S = (N S , E S ) , the SVNE against single
substrate node failure (SVNE-N) problem is to map the virtual network to the substrate
network to accept maximum VNs with minimum resources while satisfying the follows: (i) for
each virtual node/link, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the
capacity/bandwidth/location constraint; (ii) the important virtual node is protected against any
single substrate node failure. (iii) for each important virtual node (say a) mapped to substrate
node m and protected by substrate node n, it satisfies dis(m, LOC(a)) ≤ DIS(a) , and
dis(n, LOC(a)) ≤ DIS(a) .

Fig. 1. An instance for SVNE against link and node failures

4. Load balancing and reconfiguration heuristic for SVNE- L problem
The substrate resources will mostly be occupied by continually arriving VN requests. The
requirements of the virtual network request are not only about bandwidth of the virtual links
but also computing capacity and location requirements of the virtual nodes. With so many
constrains, it is difficult to find a mapping solution that meets all these demands. In the case of
online VN requests arriving, it is common that there is no feasible solution for a VN request
though there are many residual physical resources available. Therefore, both the acceptance
ratio and the utilization ratio of substrate network are not very high. In this section, a SVNE
scheme based on load balancing and reconfiguration is proposed to survive the VNs from
single substrate link failure with high resource efficiency.
4.1 Load Balancing Strategy
Load balancing can be used to improve acceptance ratio by avoiding blocked or bottlenecked
area of substrate network that causes rejections of the VN requests. One drawback of load
balancing compared with minimum cost strategy is that it may pass more substrate links and
cost more. Then, how can we equilibrate the resource cost and the network load balancing? As
we know, in SVNE problem, substrate resources could be provisioned as primary resources or
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backup resources. In addition, usually the backup resources cost much less. For example, the
backup paths of virtual links only need reservation of transmission ports. In our method, we
allocate backup resources based on load balancing strategy and allocate the primary resources
with minimum cost strategy. Thus, the cost of SVNE will not increase much while the
substrate network also gets load balanced.
Load balancing has been reflected in [14], but it is the balancing of residual resources of
substrate links, which means all the residual resources will tend to be near the average residual
value as the VN requests coming continually. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to accept a VN with
high bandwidth demand. To deal with this problem, we propose to balance the utilization of
substrate links in our mathematical programming model.
In the following part, we present the mathematical programming model of survivable
virtual network embedding, which is based on load balancing. In the model, balancing of the
utilization ratio of substrate links is designed to increase the acceptance ratio and the
utilization ratio of substrate network resources.
Variables：


xl (u, v) : The resources of substrate link e S (u, v) allocated for virtual link l as primary

bandwidth .
yl (u, v) : The resources of substrate link e S (u, v) allocated for virtual link l as backup
bandwidth .
Objective：


Minimize：

∑ ∑

xl (u, v) +

u,v ∈ N S l ∈ EV

∑ ∑

u,v ∈ N S l ∈ EV

BS (u, v)
yl (u, v) (1)
Br (u, v) + δ

The objective function includes two terms. The first term is to minimize the cost of primary
flows. The second term is to balance the utilization of substrate links while mapping backup
flows. BS (u, v) represents the bandwidth capacity of substrate link e S (u, v) . Br (u, v) represents the
residual bandwidth capacity of substrate link e S (u, v) . And δ is a small positive constant to
avoid a division by zero. Unlike [14], the coefficient of yl (u, v) has a correlation with the
utilization of the substrate link, and is not just about the residual capacity. In this way, the
utilization ratio of substrate links will increase gradually and low residual capacity of all
substrate links can be avoided. With these two terms in the objective function, the primary
resources will be allocated with minimum cost strategy, and the backup resources will be
allocated based on load balancing strategy.
Constraints：
Constraints of primary and backup flows:

∑

xl (sl , n) -

∑

yl (sl , n) -

∑

xl (n, tl ) -

n∈ N

n∈ N

n∈ N

xl (n, sl ) = bl , ∀l ∈ EV

(2)

∑

yl (n, sl ) = bl , ∀l ∈ E V

(3)

∑

xl (tl , n) = bl , ∀l ∈ EV

(4)

S

n∈ N

S

S

∑

n∈ N

S

n∈ N

S

S
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∑

n∈ N

yl (n, tl ) -

∑

n∈ N

S

∑

xl (n, i) -

n∈ N S

yl (tl , n) = bl , ∀l ∈ EV

(5)

S

∑

xl (i, n) = 0,

(6)

n∈ N S

∀l ∈ E V , ∀i ∈ N S \ {sl , tl }

∑

yl (n, i) -

n∈ N S

∑

yl (i, n) = 0,

(7)

n∈ N S

∀l ∈ E , ∀i ∈ N \ {sl , tl }
V

S

Formula (2) to (7) are constraints for primary flows and backup flows.
Formula (2) is the constraint of primary flows for the source nodes. It denotes that for any
virtual link l ∈ EV , at the source node of the primary substrate path that l is embedded on, the
difference between the input flow and the output flow is exactly the bandwidth requirement of
virtual link l . Accordingly, Formula (3) is the constraint of backup flows for the source nodes.
bl represents the bandwidth requirement of virtual link l , and sl represents the source node of
the primary or backup substrate path that virtual link l is embedded on.
Formula (4) is the constraint of primary flows for the terminal nodes. It expresses that for
any virtual link l ∈ EV , at the terminal node of the primary substrate path that l is embedded
on, the difference between the output flow and the input flow is exactly the bandwidth
requirement of virtual link l . Similarly, Formula (5) is the constraint of backup flows for the
terminal nodes. tl represents the terminal node of the primary or backup substrate path that
virtual link l is embedded on.
Formula (6) is the constraint of the middle nodes that primary flows pass through. It
denotes that for any virtual link l ∈ EV , at any substrate node that is neither the source node
nor the terminal node of the primary substrate path that l is embedded on, the input flow and
the output flow is equal. Accordingly, Formula (7) is the constraint of the middle nodes that
backup flows pass through. i represents the middle node of the primary or backup substrate
path that virtual link l is embedded on .
Constraint of no overlaps:
xl (m, n) + yl (m, n) ≤ bl ,

(8)

∀l ∈ EV , ∀m ∈ N S , ∀n ∈ N S

Formula (8) denotes that for any virtual link l ∈ EV , the sum of the primary bandwidth
and backup bandwidth allocated for l from a substrate link e S (m, n) is less than or equal to the
bandwidth requirement of virtual link l . It guarantees that the primary flow and backup flow
of a virtual link are on two different substrate paths.
Constraint of capacity and backup share:

∑

l ∈ EV

xl (m, n) + max{y
l (m, n), Y(m, n)}
V
l∈E

≤ Br (m, n) + Y(m, n), ∀m ∈ N , ∀n ∈ N
S

(9)
S

Formula (9) expresses that the sum of the primary and backup bandwidth resource that are
allocated for l from the substrate link e S (m, n) is less than or equal to the sum of the residual
resources and the backup resources that has been allocated on the substrate link e S (m, n) . In
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Formula (9), Y(m, n) represents the amount of backup resources that has been allocated on the
substrate link between m and n. The function max is to select the max backup flow on a
substrate link. If it is bigger than Y(m, n) , the value of Y（m, n）will be replaced by the new
max backup flow. Br (m, n) is the residual bandwidth capacity of substrate link e S (m, n) . In this
way, Formula (9) constrains the bandwidth capacity and decides the amount of shared backup
resources altogether.
Domain constraints:
xl (m, n) ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ EV , ∀m ∈ N S , ∀n ∈ N S

(10)

yl (m, n) ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ EV , ∀m ∈ N S , ∀n ∈ N S

(11)

Formula (10) and (11) are non-negative constraints for variables xl (m, n) and yl (m, n) ,
which denote that either the primary bandwidth or backup bandwidth allocated for any virtual
link l from any substrate link e S (m, n) is non-negative.
4.2 Reconfiguration Heuristic
Different from the primary resources, the backup resources are only reserved and not activated
before any failure occurrence, which makes reconfiguration of backup resources easier,
cheaper and less risky. Therefore, we can reconfigure the backup resources dynamically as
needed to get more resources used for embedding, and get the VN requests more likely to be
accepted. So, in some cases, we can try to change the mapping of the backup flows to accept
some VNs which cannot be accepted at first. This idea, to our best knowledge, is used in the
SVNE problem for the first time. Based on the above analysis and considerations, we propose
a heuristic algorithm to survive the substrate link failure and improve the resource efficiency
through load balancing and reconfiguration.
The detail of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. At first, the virtual nodes of the VN request
are embedded using the algorithm 1 proposed in [13]. Then, both the primary bandwidth and
the backup bandwidth resources are allocated to the virtual links of the VN request through
solving the linear programming model proposed in Section 4.1. If no solution could be found,
the algorithm will take the previous assigned backup resources as available resources and
solve the linear programing model again. If a solution could be found, the backup resources
will then be reconfigured and the mapping solution will be output. The essence of our
algorithm is trying to improve the resource efficiency by load balancing the utilization of the
substrate resources and reconfiguring the backup resources. Load balancing can improve
acceptance ratio by avoiding blocked area and tiny resource fragments of substrate network.
Since the reconfiguration of backup resources is easier, cheaper and less risky, it will be more
efficient to dynamically control the backup resources. Our proposed algorithm is an
application of this idea, which reconfigures the backup links to accept the VNs rejected at first.
Algorithm 1: Heuristic algorithm to survive substrate link failure
Input: Virtual Network Request GV = (N V , EV )
Output: Mapping solutions for virtual nodes, primary links and backup links
01: Get state of Substrate Network G S = (N S , E S )
02:

for

niV ∈ N V
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embed

niV

with Algorithm 1 in [13]

if demands cannot be satisfied
return false
end if
end for // node embedding
Solve the linear programming model proposed in section 4.1
if no solution found
for

e S (m, n) ∈ E S

do

Y（m, n）
=0

end for // take the backup resources as available resources
solve the linear programming model again
if no solution found
return false
else reconfigure the backup resources
return true

Fig. 2. Heuristic algorithm to survive substrate link failure based on load balancing and reconfiguration

5. Minimum cost heuristic for SVNE-N problem
The scenario of single substrate node failure is much more intractable than that of single
substrate link failure. In the latter case, only the important virtual links need to be protected.
However, in the former case, both the important virtual nodes and the virtual links connected
to them should be protected. Therefore, when dealing with the backup of important nodes of
the virtual network, both the backup node resources and the bandwidth resources should be
pre-allocated for failure recovery.
When choosing substrate nodes for the backup of virtual nodes, previous works have
neglected the location constraints of these virtual nodes to achieve the sharing of backup
resources [8][10]. Nevertheless, it makes no sense that considering the location constraints
when allocating primary resources but ignoring these when allocating backup resources. This
way the location constraint of the important virtual node will not be satisfied after migration
from the primary substrate node to the backup substrate node. For cross-region business,
different virtual nodes in a virtual network usually have different location preference. To solve
this problem, we split the original substrate network into two parts, the network of remaining
resources and the network of backup resources. An example of the network segmentations is
shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3, the network on the left is the available remaining resources of the substrate
network, which can be used as primary resources and backup resources for the coming VN
requests. The network on the right is the backup resources that have been allocated to the VNs
that running on the substrate network. And the backup resources are shared by different
important virtual nodes and redundant virtual links of different virtual networks. For example,
on substrate node A, there are 25 units of CPU resources left and no backup resources. On
substrate node D, there are 25 units of available CPU resources left and 10 units of backup
CPU resources that shared by VNs running on the substrate network. In addition, there are 30
units of bandwidth resources left and 20 units of backup bandwidth resources on the substrate
link B-E. When embedding a VN request, primary resources are allocated by the network of
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remaining resources. Then the backup resources for important nodes and the additional links
will be allocated. From such segmentation, the location constraint for both prime nodes and
backup nodes could easily be satisfied.

Fig. 3. Divided networks of the substrate network

In order to improve the degree of resources sharing, we transfer this objective to minimize
the cost of backup resources. And we define a cost model of backup resources as follow:
Cm - Bn , Cm ≥ Bn
fnm = 
0, Cm < Bn

(12)

In Eq. 12, f n m is the cost of backup resources for a virtual node or a link m when it is
embedded on a substrate node or link n. Cm is the resource demands of the virtual node or link.
Bn is the backup resources already allocated on the substrate node or link. When the amount of
backup resources of the substrate node or link is bigger than the need of backup resources of
the virtual node or link, the cost will be 0. For example, in Fig. 3, if there is a virtual node with
a CPU requirement of no more than 10 and its backup node is substrate node D, there will be
no backup cost of this node. Else, the backup cost will be the difference between the backup
resources needed and the backup resources that already allocated. For example, if there is a
virtual link with a bandwidth requirement of 15 and substrate link A-E is on its backup path,
the backup cost of substrate link A-E for the virtual link will be 5.
Based on the above cost model, we can get an objective function of the minimum cost of
backup resources, and the cost can be easily worked out. In substrate node failure case, the
backup process can be in a two-stage way. First, for all the important virtual nodes in the VN
request, find the backup nodes satisfying their location constraints so that the total cost can be
minimized by the cost model.
min

∑

m ∈ N ,n ∈ Ω(m)
B

fnm

(13)
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dis(n, LOC(m)) ≤ DIS(m), ∀n ∈ Ω（m）

min

∑

fl v

(14)

(15)

v ∈ E B ,l ∈ E S

In Formula 13, N B are the set of important nodes of the virtual network that need to be
backed up and Ω（m）are the substrate nodes that satisfy the preferred location constraints of
virtual node m. Ω（m）could be figured out through the following formula (14). Then minimize
the cost of redundant virtual links by the following objective. In Formula 15, E S are the
substrate links and E B are the redundant links, and fl v is the cost of backup resources for
virtual link v when it is embedded on substrate link l .
Fig. 4 shows the detail of our proposed algorithm. Firstly, the original VN is embedded
with the classical method (Algorithm 1 for node embedding and Algorithm 2 for link
embedding) in [13]. Then the backup nodes and links are embedded with the minimum cost
defined by the cost model, during which the location constraints of the backup nodes are
satisfied and the sharing degree of backup resources are optimized.
Algorithm 2: Heuristic algorithm to survive substrate node failure
Input: Virtual Network Request GV = (N V , EV ) , backup nodes N B ⊆ N V
Output: Mapping solutions for virtual nodes, backup nodes, primary links and redundant links
01: Get state of Substrate Network G S = (N S , E S )
02:

embed

03:
04:

with Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in [13]
if embedding fails
return false // primary resource allocation

05:

for

06:
07:
08:
09:
10:
11:

find a substrate backup node with minimum cost
if demands cannot be satisfied
return false
end if
end for // backup node embedding
get the redundant links E B for node restoration

12:

for

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

find a substrate backup path with minimum cost
if demands cannot be satisfied
return false
end if
end for // redundant link embedding

GV

ni ∈ N B

ei ∈ E B

Fig. 4. Heuristic algorithm to survive substrate node failure based on minimum cost
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6. Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section，the simulation environment is described and the performance of the proposed
algorithms is also analyzed.
6.1 Simulation Environment
We develop a simulator of network virtualization environment for survivable virtual network
embedding. We setup the simulation and choose the parameters in accordance with the
previous works on SVNE or VNE problem [8] [10] [13]. We generate the topology of
substrate network and virtual network by the GT-ITM tool [21]. We generate the substrate
network with 100 nodes and 500 links, equivalent to the scale of a medium-sized ISP network.
The CPU capacity of the substrate nodes follows a uniform distribution between 50 and 100
resource units. And the location of these nodes LOC(nV ) are equally distributed in a [100,100]
area. The bandwidth capacity of the substrate links are real numbers uniformly distributed
between 0 and 100. For virtual network simulation, the arrival of VN requests follows Poisson
process with an average rate of one VN per 3 time units, and the duration time of the VN
requests follows an exponential distribution with an average of 100 time units. The number of
virtual nodes in a VN request is ranging in [2, 9] and the average connectivity ratio between
two virtual nodes is 50%. We randomly select the preferred location of each node in a
[100,100] area, and set the distance constraint DIS(nV ) to 20. We uniformly select the CPU
demands of virtual nodes between (0, 30] and uniformly select the bandwidth demands of
virtual links between (0, 50]. The linear program model is solved by the GLPK tool [22].
6.2 Metrics and Comparison Method
a）. Average acceptance ratio
The average acceptance ratio is the proportion of successfully embedded virtual networks in
the arrived virtual networks at time t.
b）. Average cost
The cost of a VN request is based on the substrate resources allocated to it and its duration time.
In SVNE embedding case, there will be extra cost of backup resources. Moreover, usually the
operation cost of backup resources is less than that of primary resources. The total cost of
embedding a VN request with survivability can be formulated as follow:
Cost(GV ) = T(GV )(

∑ ∑

l ∈ EV s ∈ E S

Fw (l, s) + β ∑

∑

l ∈ EV s ∈ E S

Fb (l, s) + α

∑

C(n) )

(16)

n∈ N V

Where T(GV ) is the duration time of the VN request; FW (l, s) is the primary bandwidth
resources allocated for virtual link l on substrate link s; Fb (l, s) is the backup bandwidth
resources allocated for virtual link l on substrate link s; C(n) is the CPU resource allocated for
virtual node n ; 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a coefficient that weights the cost of backup resources; and α is
the relative weight between CPU and bandwidth resources.
c）. Average utilization ratio of substrate resource
The average utilization ratio of substrate resource is the amount of assigned substrate resource
capacity divided by the sum of available substrate resource capacity at time t.
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d）. Average backup resource occupation ratio
The average backup resource occupation ratio is the amount of backup resource capacity
divided by the sum of available substrate resource capacity at time t.
In the case of substrate link failure, we compare four strategies. The compared approaches for
SVNE against link failure are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Compared SVNE approaches against link failure
Scheme
Strategy used in link embedding
SP
Shortest path.
Load balancing of residual bandwidth capacity of the
LB_R
substrate links [14].
LB_U
Load balancing of utilization of the substrate links.
Load balancing of utilization of the substrate links
LB_U_RM
and reconfiguration of backup links.

In the case of substrate node failure, we compare the results of different numbers of backup
nodes with our proposed algorithm. In addition, we compare the performance of different
strategies (minimum cost and load balancing) with the same number of backup nodes. The
compared approaches for SVNE against node failure are illustrated in Table 2.

Scheme
NB_M
NB_L
HB_M

HB_L

FB_M

FB_L

Table 2. Compared SVNE approaches against node failure
Strategy used in backup resources allocation and the setting of
important node
None of virtual nodes need to be backed up
The VN requests are embedded with minimum cost strategy.
None of virtual nodes need to be backed up
The VN requests are embedded with load balancing strategy.
Half of nodes of the VN request are randomly selected as important nodes
The backup resources of important nodes and redundant links are allocated
with minimum cost strategy.
Half of nodes of the VN request are randomly selected as important nodes
The backup resources of important nodes and redundant links are allocated
with load balancing strategy.
All nodes of the VN request are important nodes
The backup resources of important nodes and redundant links are allocated
with minimum cost strategy
All nodes of the VN request are important nodes
The backup resources of important nodes and redundant links are allocated
with load balancing strategy

6.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
a）. The efficiency of SVNE- L method
In the case of substrate link failure, we compare the performance of the four strategies. We
compute the average acceptance ratio (Fig. 5) and the average utilization of substrate link (Fig.
6). We also study the average cost (Fig. 7) and the average backup bandwidth occupation (Fig.
8). From Fig.5 to Fig.8, we have the following observations.
1) Load balancing strategy gains higher acceptance ratio than shortest path strategy. And
load balancing of utilization is better than load balancing of residual resources. Among the
four schemes, the acceptance ratio of LB-U-RM is the highest.
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Fig. 5. Average acceptance ratio over time

Fig. 5 presents the acceptance ratio of the four schemes for substrate link failure case during
the simulation. As time goes by, the acceptance ratio gets steady. As we can see, the
acceptance ratio of load balancing strategy is higher than shortest path (SP) strategy.
Compared with the load balancing case, shortest path strategy may make some substrate paths
more blocked and therefore harder to accept more VNs.
It can also be observed that load balancing of utilization (LB_U and LB_U_RM) is better
than load balancing of residual resources (LB_R). Compared with utilization balancing, it is
harder for residual bandwidth capacity balancing to find paths for virtual links with bigger
bandwidth demands, because the residual bandwidth of all substrate links decrease
synchronously when the bandwidth is saturated. Among the four methods, the acceptance ratio
of LB_U_RM is the highest. It indicates that the reconfiguration of backup links does help to
increase the chances of accepting more VNs.
2) Load balancing gets higher utilization ratio of substrate links than that of shortest path.
Though load balancing increases the utilization ratio, the average value is not very high.
Among the four schemes, the utilization ratio of LB-U-RM is the highest.
Fig. 6 shows the utilization ratio of the substrate links. As we can see, it is quite hard to
increase the utilization ratio of substrate links because of the complexity of the VN demands,
which are not only about resources but also about location preference and topology. One result
is that there exist many pieces of available bandwidth resources. When dealing with backup
resources, it is helpful to increase the utilization ratio by making use of these available
resources. High utilization of substrate resources can save the resource cost for InPs. So if
backup resources can be handled in proper way, providing backup resources cannot be seen as
a total burden for an InP. Since the utilization of substrate network is not high, there is a big
chance to accept the VN request rejected at first by remapping backup paths. The acceptance
ratio (Fig. 5) and the utilization ratio (Fig. 6) of LB_U_RM indicate the effectiveness of our
proposed algorithm.
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Fig. 6. Average utilization of substrate links

3) Schemes with higher acceptance ratio cost a bit more and gets higher backup bandwidth
occupation ratio. But the differences are not big.
The average cost is shown in Fig. 7, and the average percentage of the backup resources
occupation is presented Fig. 8. Strategy with higher acceptance ratio will need more backup
resources and cost a bit more because more backup resources are allocated. However, as could
be observed from Fig. 8, the differences of backup bandwidth occupation ratio among 4
schemes are not big.

Fig. 7. Average cost
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Fig. 8. Average backup bandwidth occupation

b）. The efficiency of SVNE- N method
In the case of substrate node failure, we firstly compare minimum cost and load balancing
strategy given the same number of important nodes, and compute the acceptance ratio (Fig. 9).
Then we study our minimum cost strategy with different number of important nodes and
compute the acceptance ratio (Fig. 10). We also evaluate the backup resource occupation ratio
of our minimum cost scheme (Fig. 11). From Fig. 9 to Fig. 11, we have the following
observations.
1) Minimum cost scheme gets higher acceptance ratio when the number of important
nodes increases.

Fig. 9. Average acceptance ratio of load balancing and minimum cost
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In Fig. 9, we compare the acceptance ratio of different number of important nodes with
minimum cost and load balancing strategy. In no backup case, which is VN embedding, load
balancing (NB_L) and minimum cost (NB_M) have almost the same acceptance ratio.
However, when more nodes need to be backed up, the situation changes. As illustrated in Fig.
9, when half of virtual nodes need to be backed up, the acceptance ratio of load balancing gets
much lower. As the important nodes increase, the requirements of backup resources increase
too. In this case, the minimum cost scheme could get higher sharing degree of backup
resources, and save more resources to accept new VN request, thus could improve the
acceptance ratio.
2) The acceptance ratio decreases as the number of important nodes increases.
Simulation results of different number of important nodes are shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Average acceptance ratio of different number of backup nodes

As we can see, when the number of important nodes increases, the decrease of acceptance
ratio is obvious. It is because that as the number of important nodes increases, the need of
backup computing resources and redundant bandwidth resources will increase significantly.
And this is the most important problem faced in dealing with substrate node failure.
3) Backup resource occupation ratio of backup link is higher than that of backup nodes

Fig. 11. Backup resource occupation ratio: Backup resource occupation ratio of backup link is higher
than that of backup nodes.
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Fig. 11 shows the proportion of backup resource in substrate node failure case. The
occupation ratio of backup link resource is much higher than that of backup node resources.
This is mainly because embedding of a virtual link need more than one substrate link. Link
embedding is always the important part of virtual network embedding, and it concerns to the
performance of embedding.

7. Conclusion
Survivability is an important capability for a network to operate normally. In the network
virtualization environment, owing to the loose coupling between virtual resources and
substrate resources, it is possible to gain the survivability of virtual networks against substrate
failures from VNE point of view, which is known as survivable VNE. Since single substrate
link failure and single substrate node failure are the common failure scenarios in everyday
network operation. In this paper, we dwell on the SVNE against such failure scenarios
separately from the perspective of improving the resource efficiency.
In the case of single substrate link failure, we propose a linear programming model, which
employs a more efficient strategy of load balancing. Such load balancing strategy can improve
acceptance ratio by avoiding blocked area and tiny resource fragments of substrate network.
Besides, According to the “reserved but not really used” attribute of the backup resources, we
propose a reconfiguration strategy, which can dynamically take the backup resources as
available resources and increase the chance of accepting the VN request that have been
rejected first. This idea is applied in our heuristic algorithm to solve the SVNE against
substrate link failure in this paper. And it could also be used to other SVNE problems.
In the case of single substrate node failure, to achieve higher sharing degree of backup
resources while satisfying the location constraints of backup nodes, we firstly split the
substrate network into a remaining network and a backup network. So that the primary and
backup resources are allocated separately while both the location constraint and the sharing of
the backup resources can be satisfied. Then, we propose a cost model of backup resources,
which is used by a heuristic to minimize the cost of backup resources.
Simulations are conducted and the performance of the proposed methods is validated by the
results. The proposed load balancing and re-configuration strategy for substrate link
survivability outperform other approaches in terms of acceptance ratio and bandwidth
efficiency. And the proposed minimum cost heuristic for substrate node survivability gets a
good performance in term of acceptance ratio. In the future, we plan to extend the proposed
methods to solve SVNE problem in more complex failure scenarios, such as multiple substrate
failures, and regional failure.
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